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Introduction

[] [] []

Often a police officer's only introduction to noise enforce-
ment is when someone puts a sound level meter in one of his
hands and a copy of the town noise ordinance in the other,
and he is told to "go out and quiet those %*FH&'J
motorcycles."

The purpose of this booklet is to provide some elementary
instruction in the fundamentals of motor vehicle noise

enforcement, The three main topics to be covered are: (1)
sound and its characteristics, (2) the sound level meier, and
(3) enforcement procedures.
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Sound Pressure And Wave Motion

®

®

Whal is sound? Let's use a balloon to find out, 4 Suppose the balloon were very long and someone

1-2 When one blows up a baFIoon he uses his lungs to force squeezed it at one end, What would we ebserve al the other
air into the balloon, This causes the balloon skin to expand end? First we would notice that nothing happened for a short
into its stretched out shape. The air in the balloon is now period after it was first squeezed, then, just like the small

balloon, the pressure would increase. What is happening is
under pressure, that the excess pressure caused by the squeeze is traveling
3 If we squeeze the balloon in the middle, what happens? down the tube at a speed of about 1200 feet per second. This
The balloon bulges out at the ends and the pressure inside excess pressure is commoq_y termed a sound wave, If the
the balloon increases. When the balloon is released it pops squeeze were released, a decrease in the pressure would
back to its original shape at its original pressure, travel down the balloon in the same manner. To convince

yourself that these actions actually produce sound waves,
burst the balloon with a pin.
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Periodic Motion - a weight on a spring
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AMPLITUDE (A) - The Maximum Displacement Of The Weight
FREQUENCY. The Number Of Times Per Second The Period Occurs

How do we describe sound? This time let us look at We call the maximum displacement from the "at-resr'
something that appears not to have anything to do with position the AMPLITUDE, and the time it takes to go
sound at all: e weight hanging from a spring, through one complete cycle (from down to up to down) the
If we pull the weight down a distance (A) from the point it PERIOD of the vibration. The number of periods that occur
naturally hangs, then release it, we see an interesting in one second is called the FREQUENCY. The units of
phenomena. The weight starts returning toward the rest frequency were once called cycles per second but are now
position, and goes through it until it reaches a point as high called Hertz. They are abbreviated "Hz'.
above the rest position as itwas pulled below it. The weight
then starts down until it reaches the lowest position, where
the process repeats'itself again, and again, and again...
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Sound And Spring
Air •

JJi
Loudapoak©r

ComproBsion Compression Compression
Exp_nsio. Expansion

What does the vibration of a spring have to do with sound in
air? Let's look at a hi-fi loudspeaker emit[ng a singletona.As
the speaker cone moves forward and backward like the
spring, it alternately compresses and expands the air in front
of the cone. The compression and expansion then moves out
away from the loudspeaker as a sound wave.
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Single Frequency Sounds
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There are a number of common sources of sound that act
much like a spring because they cause a single frequency
sound to be produced, Tile keys of a piano are a good
example. Pressing the middle C key causes its string to
vibrate about 260 times per second, The vibrating string and
soundboard cause tl'te air adjacent to it to compress and
expand with the same frequency, Jusl as with the balloon,
the changing pressure moves outward as a sound wave•

Other examples of tones are tile hum of a motor (60Hz) and
tile soul'_d of a police whistle (3500 Hz).
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RandomMotion- Noise
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Look at the spring again. Suppose that instead of just pulling 1
the spring down and releasing it, there iS an invisible hand

/which randomly either pulls or pushes on the weight at
different times, The way the spring moves might be
something like the diagram shows. (Sound can behave in

this random manner also - consider rock and roll music.) "_ Frequency Frequency
How do we describe its motion?

Certainly there is no single frequency or amplitude with
which to describe the motion as in the previous case,
Fortunately noise such as this can be shown to be composed
of many single frequency components, each having its own
amplitude.
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Sound With Many Frequency Components
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As an example of sound with manyfrequencycomponents,
let us look at motorcycle and automobile noise, Here we see
typical sound pressure components (which are equivalent to
amplitudes) for motorcycles and a utos, Notice that the levels
for motorcycles ere greater than for automobiles. They aJso
contain components that are higher in frequency, These are
two reasons why motorcycles annoy people more than
automobiles.
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Logarith,Tm (to the base 10)

0 1 Number t 0 63 1 O0 1000 NUMBER

0 1 1.8 2 3 4 5 LOGARITHM
Logarithm of lhe Number

RULE EXAMPLE

Iog(10xlO0) = Iog(lO) 4 Iog(lO0)
1)log(a x b)=log(a)+ log (b) =1 ÷2=3

= Iog(lOO0)

Iog(lOOO/lOO) = Iog{lOOO) - Iog(loo)
2)log(a/b)=log(a). log (b) =a.== 1

: log (10)

How do we describe the volume of the sounds we hear in corresponding consecutive whole numbers. For example, 63
everyday life ?This can be a problem since the lowest sound is between 10 and 100, therefore the logarithm of 63 is
pressures the ear can detect are more than a million times between 1 and 2 (1,8 to be exact). The values of Iogarithrr]s
less than those that we hear when a jet takes off. To make are usually found by either looking them up in a table or
thenumbersmanageableweneedtoconsidertheconceptof using a calculator.

the DECIBEL, To do this we most first look at logarithms. Two important properties of logarithms are given in the
Instead of defining logarithms to the base 10 aswas done in table. When two logarithms are multiplied together the
school, we shall investigate them by examining some of t hei.r logarithm of the product is equal to the sum of the logarithms
properties. As we ea_ see from the chart, the logarithm of of the individual numbers. When two numbers are divided
whole numbers that are powers of ten ( 1, 1O, 100, 1000, ..) the logarithm of the quotient is equal to the difference
are smaller whole numbers such that they indicate the between the logarithms of the individualnumbers. Thus we
number of zeros that were in tbeoriginal number(O, 1, 2, 3, see that the multipying of real numbers is equivelant to
,..) As one might guess, a number in between two adding their logarithms, and division of real numbers is

consscutivepowersoftenhasitslogarithmbetweenthetwo equivelant to subtracting their logarithms, 9



Sound PressureLevel (SPL) - Decibels

Definition

SPL=20 Lo91 o (Measured Sound Pressure / Reference Pressure)

Reference Pressure (Pref)=O,O0002 Newtons / (meter) e
=0,00000000294 lb./in 2

Exarnpies
Sound Sound Pressure Sound Pressure Level

Whisper 31 × Pref 35 dBA :_<_
Jack Hammer 12,600×Pref 82 dBA
Jet Take-Off 1,000,000 × Pref 120 dBA

decibels using A.weighting Network (to be described later)

Let's get backto sound. Because the sound levels we hearingcan detect.The unitof soundpressureleveliscalled
encounter in daily life can vary over such a wide range, thaDECIBELZha figureshowsthesoundlevalsproducedby
talking aboutsoundpressure in units such as poundsper three common soundsources.
squareinchwouldbe unweildy.Toremedythissituationwe Logarithms(?), decibels (?) - doesall of this complicated
define the SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL(SPL) as: jargonmean thata policeofficerwill havetohaveadegreein
SPL=2Oxlogsrithm_o(msesuradsoundpressure/reference mathematics?NO I All enforcementequipmentiscalibrated
pressure) directlyin decibels, so no calculationsare involved.Tha

• The referencepressureused for environmentalnoiseturns policeneedonlyknow threespecificdeeibe_numberswhich
out to be the lowest levelsoundthat apersonwith normal will helphim in enforcingthe noiseordinance.
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Sound Level And Distance From The Source.

2d 4d

RULE OF THUMB: Doubling The Distance From A Source
Decreases The Noise Level By 6dBA; Halving The

_.____)) Distance Increases it By 6dBA.

5 Feet 10 Feet 20 Feet

What happens to the sound pressure level as you move youexpectto measure at 5 feet ?At 20 feet ?At 40 feet ?
toward (or away from) a sound source.Most peopleknow (Answer:90 dBA, 78dBA, and 72 dBA respectively)

that the noise #evel increases as you get closer and Noticealso thatthesoundpressure#evelrisesatafasterrate
decreasesas you moveaway.A goodrule of thumbtofollow as you move closer to the vehicle. (t takes only 5 feet to
is that the noise level decreasesbyabout 6 decibelseach increasethe levelby 6 dBA(startingat a tO footseparation),
time the separation between the source and receiver is but it lakes a 10 footchange for the levelto decreaseby 6
doubled; it increases by about 6 decibels each time the dBA. The importanceof this observationis that the police
distance is halved, officershould makesurehe is at leastas far awayfrom the
As an example, supposeyou measure some motorcycle vehicleas the ordinancerequires.It is betterto bealitUetoo
noiseat 84 dBAwhen youare I0 feet from a vehicle.(The far thana little tooclose;lesserrorwill result,andwhat error
"A" in "dBA" refers tothedecibelvalue measuredusinga doesoccurwill favor tile violator.
particular weighting network.This concept will becovered Remember:6dBA PERDOUBLINGOF DISTANCE
when we talk about soundlevei meters.)What levelswould
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Combining Sound Pressure Levels

Two Each Both
Vehicles Vehicle Vehicles

Alone Running
Produces Together

Produce

<>
Rule of Thumb: Each time the number of (identical) noise
sources is doubled the SPI. is increased by 3dBA. Each time
the number is halved, the SPL is decreased by 3dBA.

Suppose we have two identical automobiles, each alone
producing 80 dBA noise levels. What sound pressure levels
do we measure if we run them at the same time ?One might
naively reason that two times eighty dBA is 160 dBA.
Unfortunately this answer is wrong; we cannot add decibeJs
directly to get the overall effect. The correct answer is 83
dBA.

The correct answer is obtained by using the following rule of
thumb: Each time the number of (identical) noise sources is
doubled, the sound pressure level increases by3dBA; each
time the number is halved, the sound pressure level is
decreased by 3dBA.
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Comparison Of Noise Levels

I Source 2 Sources 4 Sources 8 Sources

80 clBA 83 dBA 86 dBA 89 dBA

-

How does the 3dBA rule help the police officer ? Consider'
this example. Suppose your noise ordinance has an 80 dSA
noise limit. You cite a violator for causing an 89 dBA noise
level and the case comes to court, The judge asks you how
loud 89dBA is. Knowingthis rule ofthumbyou are able totell
him that 89dBA is the same noise level that would be
produced by 8 vehicles, each one producing the maximum
allowable limit of 80dBA. Cased closedl

Remember: 3dBA FOR EACH DOUBLING OF IDENTICAL
SOURCES.
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Effects Of Additional Noise Sources

Violator Level Ambient Level Ambient 8, Violator Level
(all other noises)

90 dBA 80 dBA 90.4 dBA

RULE OF THUMB: Violators Shall Not Be Given A Citation For A Noise
Violation Unless The Level Measured When The Violation Occurs Is At
Least 10dBA Above The Ambient Noise Level.

A third rule of th Limb to remember involves the contribution If the above condition is satisfied, then the additional Noise
to the overall level of all of the other vehicles and noise caused by air the other sources producing noise will add less
sources present at the time a violator is ciled. This than O.4dBA Io the level produced by the vioJator.

extraneous noise is called the AMBIENT LEVEL. A violator The rule also implies that if there are several noisyvehicles
might askS'There were a lot of other cars on the road when traveling Iogether and you can't separate the noise made by
you caught me, so how do you know that they didn't cause each separately, you will have to let them err go free and
the reading to be too high ?" The rule that applies here is; a hope to catch diem singley some other time.
violator shall not be cited unless the lever meesuredwhen Remember: THIS AMBIENT LEVEL MUST BE AT LEAST '
the violation occurs is at least 10 dBA above the ambient
noise level immediately before the violation. ' IOdBA BELOW THE LEVEL MEASURED WHEN THEVIOLATOR PASSES BY

14



Reflection Of Waves

Reflected Wave Transmitted Wave

The final rule to remember deals with the reflection of sound the incoming waves interacting with the reflected waves. If
from large objects, Let us look at what happens when a wo were to make measurements of the wave heights(whlch
water wave encounters an obstacle, would be equivalent to the sound pressure in air) we would

Throw a stone into a pond, This wave actsvery much like a find that the height at a point close to the rock would be
sound wave as it travels outward in an everwidening circle.if quite different than if this obstacle were not there. A similiar
the water wave encounters an obstacle, you see part of the phenomena occurs in air when large objects are situated
wave reflected back in the direction itcame from. When we near a point where measurements are being taken.
throw stones into the pond one after another we see some of

15
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Errors Caused By Reflecl_ng Objects - The Infinite Wall

"r-
Sound T Sound
Source _ 2d _- i Source "I d _ -<- d >

T

Sound _- SoundL.ovel Level
Meter , Meter

3dBA Error Approximately 1/2 dBA Error

RULE OF THUMB: Keep At Least As Far From Any Reflecting
Object As You Are From The Vehicle Being Measured.

Lookatwhat happenswhen we makemeasurements near a How large is a "large object"?It dependson the frequencyof
large wall If we put the soundlevel meter right next to the the sound. For automobile noise anything larger than your
wall, the value we read will be approximately 3dBA greater body can be considered as a large object.
than if thewallwerenot there,However, ifwe movethewafl When a SLM is mounted abovea patrol car window it will
bankuntil it is the same distancefrom the SLM asthe SLM is measure some of the reflected from the patrol car itself.
from the soundsource,we find that the reflectedwave will Since we are "stuck" w(th the positionof the SLM. we will
nowonly causeabout0.5 dBAerror,Thuswe havearuleof have to givea little extra leeway to the enforcement sound
thumb: when making measurementskeep at leastas far levels; The exact amountwill be discussedlater.Awayfrom any large reflectingobjeclsas you are from the Remember;KEEPAT LEAST AS FAR FROM ANY LARGE
vehicle being measured, REFLECTJNGOBJECTSAS YOU ARE FROMTHE VEHICLE

YOU ARE MEASURING
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Reflection Of Sound - The Ground Reflacl_on

_/_.-'i_'-

Ground BAD

RIGHT

RULE OF THUMB: MeasurementsShould
Be made At LeastThree Feet
Above The Ground,

about the reflection from the ground ?"
The noise level limit stated iH an ordinance takes inlo

accountthefactthatthenoiseheardbythereceiverconsists _ ____=

ofsouodt at,srefle ted,rem  eo,eundtethorecoiveras
we,,0athed,reotw0_eNarma,,_thaneshou,dbano m,, _:_,concern; the exception is when Ihe SLM is close to the
ground. In this situation sound from the exhaust pipe, which o
is also close ta the ground, travels close to the ground along
the whole path. The result is thai the sound waves become
diatorled producing unexpected results. Therefore a good
rule to remember is:

ALL MEASUREMENTS SHALL BE MADE WiTH THE WRONG
MICROPHONE AT LEAST THREE FEET ABOVE THE

GROUND. 17



The Sound Level Mater - IntroducUon

Sound Source Sound Level Meter

I I
Electronic Visual

Microphone Network Display

/ \
Transforms Sound Modifies Signal Communlcatos Roeulta
Signal Into Eloctrical To Give Meonlngful To Pornon
Signal Roaulta

Now that you know all about howsound behaves, it is time to
learn how it is measured. The most common device used in
noise ordinance enforcement is the SOUND LEVEL METER

(SLM)I This device performs three basic operations. First it
uses a microphone to convert the energy in thesound into a n
electrical signal. An electronic network then conditions the
signal to provide meaningful results. That's alJthat you will
probably need to know about how the SLM physically
operates. More important to the enforcement officer is that
he must know how to use the instrument correctly. This is
what we will concentrate on.
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Sound Level Meter Features

Microphone

/ _ _j Meter Display

Power Switch_ 'Ot_[]EOFI_ / I
BATTEST /

Battery Test._j... /e_pl_oN:se. A:oT_^ I
Meter Response._._. SLOW_]eAST:4_00

WEmHTING_o0mir_oo .._--Attenuator
Weighting Network.-_ UNfilA, _20_t0(

MAX el. ._;_:, 120

Maximum Hold .-_ ;Elm ;rCAm,:_'i.
%"

_ Calibration Adjustment
This illustration depicts a sound level meter having features
found on many SLMs used in motor vehicle enforcement,
Yaur particuJar SLM may not have some of the features,
and others of them may be incorporated into the instrument
so that no switch is necessary. You may also have soma
special features not discussed here,

19
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Trm Microphone - Principlesof Operation

_ _, Sound
Waves

/_1 Thin
• // /_ _- .... _""-_-....,,J_D ia ph r ag m

Back
Plate

,_1(Mlcroph_

Signal

Drum _ Microphone

An important part of the SLM is the MICROPHONE.The When a sound wave hits a microphone it causes the
microphoneworks like a drum in reverse. When you hit a diaphragm (which is usually a metai foil only a few
drum the drumheadvibratescausingthe air in front of it to thousandthsof an inch thicktightly stretchedoverthe front
alternately compressand expand.As you know from the of the housing)tovibrate likethedrumhead.The diaphragm
previous discussion, this causes a sound wave to be also happensto be part of an electricalcircuit;its vibration
propagatedoutward towardyour ear. produceselectricalsignals in the SLM circuitry which are

proportional to file sound pressure causingthe vibration,
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Sound Level Meter Directivity

Normal Incidence Sound

Grazing Incidence __
Sound ^A

Auto

Readings Almost
Identical

Whistle
RULE: Always follow Manufacturer's
retammendaUan:s with regard to the
preferred orientation of the Sound Level Readings
Meter, Different

An important question to answer is" How ahouldl hold the orientations will _ary hardly at all, However, if you try

$LM ?" Should the microphone be pointed at the noise measuring the sound level of a high frequency source such
source (normal incidence) or should the face of the as a siren or a whistle, thesound levelmeasuredwill depend

microphone be oriented at some other angle such as at a very much on the angle at which the sound h_ts the
right angle to the sound wave (grazing incidence)? The rule microphone,
here is to follow the manufacturer's recommendations as Here is an experiment you should try. Placeyour SLM off to
stated in the operator's manual, For most (but not all) SLM's the side of the patrol car and then change the orientation of
the preferred direction is at grazing incidence, the microphone while the car is idllng. See what changes

For law frequency sounds such as those produced by youcandetectinthereadingasthemieraphoneispointedin
automobile exhaust systems, the readings at the two different directions (while keeping the distance from the

tailpipe the same of course).
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Sound Level Meter Weighing And The Sensitivity Of The Ear

.s- More Sensitive to.

Linear

Weighting
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The Ear i_ The Sound

Level Meter

Let us consider the switches on theSLM. The use of two of annoyed) by noise having significant high frequency
them, the "on-off" switch and the "'battery-test" switch, are components than they are by lower frequency sound, This is
self explanatory, wily a siren is designed to have such a high pitch. The A-

Consider the "weighting" switch. Some SLM's give you a weighting network shown by the second graph virtually
choiceofA,B,C,D, andlinearsettings.Whichoneshouldyou duplicates the ear's sensitivity by descriminating against
use? The answer is, "The one your ordinance says Io use". low frequency noise. At 100 Hz the network subtracts 20 dB
Virtually all motor vehicle noise ordinances today use A- from the incoming signal before sending il through the rest
weighting network, so A-weighting is most likely the one of tile SLM. At 1000 Hz nothing is subtracted.
you'll be interested in, The linear weighting network considers all frequencies '
What is an A-welghtlng network? Consider the ear. The equally important and does nothing to alter the signal It is
graph on the left side shows that the ear is not equally used in situations such as wheniowfrequencynoisecauses
sensitive to sounds of all frequencies. For example, people building vibrations. The B,C,and D networks are not
are much more sensitive (and therefore much more commonly used in enforcement situations.
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Errors Caused By Using The Wrong Weighting Network

Example: The Automobile

5-
Linear
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20 50 100 200 500 1000 2000 5000 10,000

Frequency (Hz)

Here we see the difference between the A-weighting and
the linear networks and why it is vitaity important that the
switch is set correctly. Most automobile noise occurs in the
frequency range between 50 and 250 Hz. If the weighting
switch is incorrectly set to "linear" instead of "A" you might .
be reading vehicle noise levels that are about 20 dBA too
highl Try this yourself using your patrol car as a source. A
wrong weighting switch setting should be suspected when
every ear that passes you turns out to be a violator. If you
discover that the SLM was set on the wrong weighting scale
you should not hesitate to throw away any citations that
might have been written.
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|nstantanoousAnd RMS Average Sound PressureLevels

1i \/ .too--

Average SPLRMS

Averaging Time _--

Another setting on the SLM is "meter response". If tlleSLM In a real sound level meter the instrument displays an
responded to instantaneous sound pressure what would "average" sound pressure level by smoothing out the
happen? Looking at a 1000 Hz tone, the meter pointerwould pointer motion. The technical term for the way the averaging
rise and fail 1000 times per second as it followed the sound isdone is "RMS averaging". The "fast" and "slow" positions
pressure. All we would see is a blur, determine over whnt length of time the averaging occurs.
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Meter Response - Vehicle Pass-By
Fast Slow

True Value Reade Lower
Of Maximum Than True

How does the meter response affect the SLM reading during The important points to be made are that (1) fast response is
a typical vehicle pass-by? As the vehicle approaches the preferred for motor vehicle enforcement since it best
microphone, the pointer moves up with the increasing noise corresponds to the true maximum noise level that a violator
level. As the vehicle moves away from the observer, the causes, and (2) the level that is measured with the slow
pointer moves down in response to Ihe decreasing noise response wilt either be leas or equal to that measured With
level. The enforcement officer notes the maximum level the fast response. Thus if you are citing a viorator and
reached by the pointer. This procedure works reasonably discover that the SLM is set for a slow response, give the
well with the "fast" eelting. Jfwe are in the"slow" response ticket out. The true level was at least as great as what you
mode and the vehicle is traveling fast, the pointer may never read on the meter,
reach the true maximum level before it starts decreasing,
The slow response is used when we measure more or less
stationary sources that do not change greatly in level over
short periods of time.
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Impulsive Sound Measurements

I¢1

I v .Time _ Less Than
One Second

Ju

Balloon Measured __.._'_l-'T"7-_ /-_--" True PooK

Burst Sound /\ _, _ I /_ Sound

Pressure Pressure
Level Level

RULE: The sound level meter will
always read le55 than the true .
maximum value for an ,repulse noise.

Auto This is a good time to discuss impulsive sounds, such as a
Backfire balloon bursting, a gun firing, or a automobile backfiring.

__ These sounds are characterized by a very rapid increase in

the sound level and only a slightly longer time for the level to
decrease back to the ambient ievel. Are SLM's able to

measure these sounds? The answer is "not very weir', As
with the vehicle pass-by, the duration of the sound is too
short to allow the SLM to reach the true level even on the
fast response. It will always read less. You can still issue a
citation in this situation because the level you are reading is
less than the true maximum level that is oecuring, ln other

Impulsive Sounds words, the violator is causing a greater amount of noise than

20 you are actually citing him for.



Sound Level Meter Displays

Anal°_ M°vinligital

Point, hanging Display

,j., +.,

:++ • - swi.o.w.,c.; \ J Max Hold _ " Allows Holding:, +"- 00_ _ Of Maximum
I_1 4

Noise Level

Two types of SLM display are available on SLM's today'- The digital display presents the levels directly in decimal
digital and analog. Each has its. own advantages and numbers and doesn't require one to read scales. Most digital
disadvantages, displays update their readings five or more times a second,

The analog display consists of a pointer which moves across which makes it hard to read the numbers. Thus a necessity
a scale corresponding to the sound level being measured, with the digital display is a maximum hold option which
This type of display allows one to keep tab on the ambient displays the maximum value the SLM has measured during
level. Its primary disadvantage is that you have to watch it the time in which you were interested in.
continuously in order to obtain the maximum level.
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The Attenuator - ExpandedScales

Without With
Attenuator Attenuator

30 t C0 70 __, 0 ? G "_

.... Attenuntor Switch
• - , 4

• i' ', _ o 2o,

A switch found only on analog SLMs is the attenuator, This dBA, reading to within 0.1 dBA could be possible. The price
switch changes the range of the SLM measurements, that is paid for this precision is that one has to manually
Without an attenuator the display might have to cover change the attenuator so that the reading stays on scale,
perhaps 70dBAon one scale. Because of the large range, Many measurements have been lost when the readings
accurate readings would not be possible, went off the scale before the attenuator setting was

The attenuator allows the same scale to measure only 10 switched. Digital displays do not have attenuators, which isa
dBA. Then instead of being able to read the levels to within 1 point in their favor.
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Example Of A Sound Level Meter For Motor Vehicle Noise Enforcement

""""""'_ - Monitoring
Sot Sound Level Traffic Inside
Excoodnnco Value Vehicle

Ordinary Loud Vohicln Store Noise Clear Rnadln9,
Trnff|c - Sota Alarm Off Loyal; Stop Stop Vehicle. Reset SI.M
No flnaponao Further Issue To Rend Levels

Rondln9 Summons

New innovations are appearing In SLMs, making their use window, hemonitorshis radar ordoessomeothor non-noise
easier and more convenient for motor vehicle enforcement, related task such as eating lunch. As ordinary traffic passes
Several SLMs now allow monitoring from inside a patrol ear by nothing happens. When the noise enforcement level is
at the same time' an officer is doing radar speed enforce- exceeded an audible alarm is triggered, The officer then
ment. tllrows a switch to store t he maxim um level that occu red and

One SLM works in the following manner. The officer sets the to slop any new loud levels from being recorded, He chases
level that is going to be enforced into the SLM memory. With the violator and issues him a summons. The officer can even
the microphone mounted outside and above the patrol ear show the violator the SLM reading that caused tha violation,
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Sound Level Meter Calibrator

_ Calibrator _j_ Tone

Generator

L°idspeaker

_,)_0 _i 'r v°lume--]'_"-- Microphone

J
An often asked question is, "'How do you know your SLM level. To calibrate the SLM, the SLM ceribration screw is

,was reading correctly ?" In order not to be ombarassed you lurned until the SLM reads tile same sound pressure level
should calibrate the SLM ahead of time using, not to that the manufacturer states the caJ[bretor produces.

anyones surprise, a calibrator. This is the most convenient check of SLM operation.if the
A calibrator consists of a small cavity at one end of which a SLM can be calibrated with the calibrator you can be almost
small loudspeaker is mounted. At the other end of the cavity certain that it is operating correctly. However it is
there is a hole in which the SLM microphone can be recommended that both calibrator and SLM be returned to
inserted, When ti'ie calibrator is turned on, the loudspeaker the manufacturer or to e calibration Jaboralory every year or
produces a tone of known frequency end sound pressure two for a complete check,
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Sound Level Meter Calibrator Use

YES _._ ___, i /NO YES NO

Tilt

__ wompnny OK Company
• 5ound LOVOI :SoundLovol

' : • : Motor Motor

RULE RULE
Use only calibrators approved by Make sure the calibrator is correctly coupled
the manufacturer, to the sound level meter.

There are two basic rules to followwhen calibrating aSLM. and tha calibrator are correctly coupled. If the calibrator
First, use only acalibratorthatisapprovedforyourparticular is not inserled correctly, the air volume connecting the
SLM. One company's calibrator does not necessarily Ioudspeakerandmicrophonemaybetoolargeandcausethe
produce the correct sound pressure when used with a sound level in the cavity to be lower than tile correct value.
different company's SLM. Secondly,be sure that the SLM
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Temperature, Barometric Pressure, and Humidity

Excopt undo/extromo conditions, Temporaturo, Daromotric Pro_ure, and
Humidity have Iittlo olfoct on the accuracy of tho SLM AS LONG AS IT IS
CALIBRATED UNDER THE SAME CONDITIONS IT IS USED IN,

How do the temperature, barometric pressure, and Ilumidity The above statement implies that you should not calibrate
effect the SLM operation and accuracy? As long as the SLM the SLM in Death Valley and then take it up to the top of Mt.
is used under the same conditions as it was calibrated at, Whitney to make measurements and expect accuracy.
end these conditions are within the manufacturer's Similarly in a more common situation, you should net
specifications, no significant errors are to be expected, calibrate the SLM in your nlce warm patrol car and then use
However, if conditions do change between calibration and it outside in the damp cold. Bring the SLM and calibrator
use, significant errors can result, outside end let them reach the same conditions as the

environment; then proceed with the calibration.
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Wind Effects And The Windscreen

Wind Noise /
1oo Wilhout / /

Windncroon

0 -_oo

'i_ 40 / Wlndlloroon
0
I/)

I I I I I
20 40 O0 O0 100

Wind Speed (mph)

Does wind effect SLM accuracy ?"{esl For example, a 25 mph
breeze blowing across a typical SLM microphone can cause
readings of 80dBA. It is for this reason we place a plastic
foam ball called a windscreen over the microphone. The
windscreen attenuates the noise caused by wind by
approximately 25 dBA, yet it does not noticeably affect the
_evel caused by noise. The windscreen also protects the
microphone from rain. dirt, birds, etc; it should normally be
used at ell times.
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Sound Level Meter Classification (ANSI)

TYPE 1 2 3

- D e_e,!g,ation== Precision : General Purpose _ Survey

Estimated overall !
field accuracy ldBA 3dBA _ 5dgA

Cost ;Expensive Modest i Cheap

• " suitsblitY for over-engineered Adequate ior i Not sufficiently
motor vehicle for most community motor vehicle noise i accurate
enforcement problems involving and most other r

vehicle noise community i
; problems !

How accurate are sound level measurements ? To answer vehicle enforcement the estimated accuracy is 3dBA. In
this question we refer to the American Nat[onalStandard other words, if all of Ihe procedures recommended in the

Institute (ANSI) which has set (voluntary) standards for manuar are followed, it is extremely unlikelythat the reading
three types of sound level meters. This chart demonstrates will be in error by more than 3dBA.

some of the characteristics of those SLMs that meetANSl In order to take into account such possible errors, we
specifications. When buying a SLM you should make sure suggest that aotuar enforcement of the noise ordinance

that the manufacturer cerlifies that the SLM meets the begin at sound levels greater than 3 dBA above the legal
specifications of the type which you are interested in. limit. This is similiar to enforcing a 25 mph speed limit only
The SLM type most commonly used in motor vehicle when the violator exceeds 35 mph; a margin of error is
enforcement is Type 2. We see that when used for motor arlowed, If the SLM microphone is mounted on a petrol car,

you should allow anotber 2 dBA leeway and enforce the
ordinance 5 dBA above the legal limit,
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Noise Violation Fori i (Sample)

NOISE VIOLATION FORM

Date
OBJcet
Equipment:SoundLevelMeier Calibrator

Precodum

Sotmotorresponseto "Fast"
SetmetertoA.waighE]ng
Checkcalibtalorbattery:Before After
Checksoundlevelmeterbaltery:Bolero After
Calibratesoundlevelmeter:Before After
Attachwindscreen--
Describeweather
AmbientNoiseLevel dBA

NofeeVJololion

Time
Violator'sName Driver'sLicennoNumber
Vehicle IEcansePlateNumber
MaximumMeesufedsoundpressurelevel dBA(OrdinanceLimit80 dE]A)
Laentian:

DJstannefromcenterof traE]iclane
Distancetonearestlargerolloetingobject

A strong case can be presented in cou rt if the violation is well
documented. This figure illustrates a comprehensive
violation form. It is a good idea to include a few words on
what in your opinion caused the violation. For example "'hole
in muffler", "glass packs", "heavy acceleration caused tire
squeal" are phrases that can be used. If your noise
ordinance has exhaust system regulations in addition to
noise limits, you will often be able to cite a violator under
both provisions. This can be especially effective when you
come up before the judge.
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Enforcement Procedure Usin8 The Sound Level Meter (SLM)

Battery

ON _ heck

1 2

Allow tile SLIMto cometothe sametemperatureasthe Turnthe SLM on.Let it wart, upfor30 seconds. Chuckthe Battery,
surro,ndlnos.Do clotmake nteasu_onlefltswhenit is
roilgngor nflowirlg,or when [he tenlporatureis lower
then tile mo,u|aerme_'srecnnlmendatlo,.

On-Off -<- Correct

_ Attonuctor

Font A _ i :

4 5 6 7

Set SLM (olast response. Set.SLM to A-weighting. Tornoncalibrator.CheckBattery. Set SLM ott,nuzzlorto correctre,go.
Makesure calibratoris mounted
correcdy.AdjustSLM to givecorrect
rending.

The following four pages illustrates a procedure for making
motor vehicle noise enforcement, It's simple, isn't it ?
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Enforcement Prodedure Using The Sound Level Meter (continued)

windscreen_ _ _II8 9 < A B _'-

AttaCllwlndscroofl MeasurethecorrectdistanceItemtheSLM
'measurementpobltto thelrelficlone(A)andtile
distancetodienoarnstInto.roliectingobject(D).Make
surethat(O)ispraetorthan(A).

10 11 12

TheSLMmapbeheldatarmsIonolh,or TheSLMmaybeattachedtontripod,or TheSLMmicrophonemaybamounted_nnboom
ona patroScar,
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Enforcement Procedure Using The Sound Level Meter (continued )

13 14

OrJofltth0 $LM nccmdinoto themonufoctur0r's M0hesor0tile SLMmicrophoneisat least3 fe0tabove
instructionssooato flivoa uniformfrequencyrusponse, ground.
FormostSLMa,thisoccurswhenthemicrophone
diaphragmis pnrnlloltothe ground.

Enforcomon_

Noise

. Level

(_ Correct

m _._ Attenuator
_" _ Setting

15 " i 16
Measurethenoiselevelsthatoccurundernormaltraffic If theSLMhasa manualattenuatorset it sathat
conditions.Thoseambientlevelsshouldbe at least enforcementlevelnoisewillregisteronthe meterface.
10 dDAlesstitanthelevelto be enforced.
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Enforcement Procedure Using The Sound Level Meter (continued)

HandHeld(orTrip0dHeld) _,_,,__

.__orcerne,! Level

17 18

Eoforanmant fovols are3dBA abovetile ordinance The noise level for which a violator is citedwill be
limits for handholdSLMs, and 5dnA abovethe Jimits the maximumvalue observed.
for patrol car mountedSLMs. This leeway will tabs
into eecount nil commonsourcesof error.

19 _ 20

Record oil portioo.t iaformotiono, a noiseviolation ffoenlibroteSLM afler givinga citationto insure that
form, ]ncJudingcommoetson the reason the vehicle 8LM was functioningcarrectly when violationwas
madeso much noise.TIdsis a necessityif the case mensurnd.
comesto court.
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Three"Don'ts" in NoiseEnforcement

t 2 3

Don'tenforcethe motorvehiclenoise Don'tmakemeasurementswhen the Don't usea headheldSLM by
ordiaoacnongradesexceeding5%. pavementsare wet. stickingoae'sarm outof o vehicle

window.

The following three "don'ts" also apply to motor vehicle Under these conditions tire noise becomes an important
measurements: factor in the total noise produced. The motorist does not have

(1) Don't enforce the noise ordinance on steep grades, much control over this type of noise.
AItl_ough you will catch more violators, it is not fair to (3) Don't be lazy and make noise measurements by sticking
borclerline vehicles that are forced to run at higher than the SLM out of the patrol car window with your hand.
normal engine speeds just to make it up the hill. Because of reflections from the car body and the effect of the

(2)Don'tmakemeasurementswhenthepavementsarewet. open window, you will leave open the possibility of
unaccounted errors.
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Stationary Testing Of Motor Vehicle Exhaust Systems

Tachometer

,/

Now that you havetioketedtheviolator, whathappensnext? A simple method of exhaust system testing utilizes a
The violator can go to court, pay the fine and then go on bis stationary test which can be performed in a very short time,
merry way. However, there are communities that feel the The only equipment needed is your sound level meter, a
main purpose of the motor vehicle ordinance is to quiel the small tripod, and an inductive tachometer.Since the test is
town and not just to collect fines. In this situation Ihe judge stationary, it can be administered in any parking lot.

may say, "Get your vehicle into good shape, let Ihe police This lype of testing can be put to use in a public relations
department test il, and if it passeslwillthrowout the ticket." program by offering "free" tests to any person wants to
Now your problem begins; how '_/ould you test the vehicle ? check his vehicle for noisiness.
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Positioning Of Sound Level Meter - Stationary Test

SaM microphono at same SLM at 45 ° angle to tailpipe
height as tallpipo exhaust axis and 20 inches

from outlet

To administer the stationary test set your SLM up on a small
tripod with the microphone at approximately the same
height as the tailpipe, (This will save you from breathing the
exhaust fumes.) Position the SLM at a 45 degree angle from
the exhaust flow of the taitpipe and 20 inches from outlet ef
the tailpipe,
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Stationary Test

_ SparkPlugWire

__ rAC.O.ETE.__
' I I Tachometer i_._" _

Probe

DISTRIBUTOR

ENGINE SPEED
Autos and Light Trucks. 3000 rpm
Motorcycles. +/2red line value

Now place the tachometer probe around one of the spark
plug wires. Letting the driver see the meter face, ask him to
place the vehicle in neutral and then slowly step on the
accelerator until the tachometer reads 3000 rpm. For
motorcycles, which have their own tachometers, yea will
ask the driver to run the vehicle up to 1/2 the red line value.
Based upon the noise level limits in almost all ordinances,a
measured value of95dBA orJesswill insure that the vehicle,
if driven reasonably,will not have any reason toworryabout
causing a violation.
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Effective Vehicle Enforcement And A Quieter Community

N

Now you know everything about making noise measure_ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region V Noise
ments. (Would you believe almost everything ?)The most Program 5AHWM, 230 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois
important part of the noise program only begins at this point. 60604, (312) 353-2202.

To have an effective program the city should combine a After the above program has been in effect for a while, you
vigorous public awareness program together with visible con expect the environment to be significantly quieter and
enforcement. Noise enforcement street signs are a the time needed to be spent monitoring for violations can be
particularly good tool for public awareness. For a full sized relaxed.
paper copy of a sign that has found wide acceptance write to
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United States Region V ' _ " '
Environmental Protection NoJse Program. 5AHWM 'i •
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